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• Ethical Learning Analytics: “Do No Harm 

vs. Do Nothing”

• Internal Audit Updates
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• New UMBC Policies
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Ethical Learning Analytics: 

“Do No Harm” vs. 

“Do Nothing”

John Fritz

Division of Information Technology (DoIT)



Sharon Doherty-Ritter
MARCH 28, 1966 – OCTOBER 12, 2020

From: Sharon Doherty-Ritter <doherty@umbc.edu>

Date: Mon, Oct 28, 2019 at 2:34 PM

Subject: Academic Data on Campus

To: John Fritz <fritz@umbc.edu>

Hi John!  Hope all is well with you. MAS has been discussing the use of 

certain student data/statistics for predictive analytics (please see related 

NACUBO article and summary attached) and someone indicated to us that 

your group actually gathers this type of data for UMBC? Is this correct?

Would you be willing to perhaps meet to discuss the use of these types of data?

Please let me know your thoughts...

--

Sharon D. Doherty-Ritter, MBA, CPA

Director

UMBC Management Advisory Services

410-455-1620



Basis for this Talk

https://doi.org/10.1002/ir.20310


Overview

1. Imperatives

2. Principles

3. An Ethical Framework for Action

4. Questions?



Imperatives



“Institutions can't absolve students 

from at least partial responsibility for 

their own education.

To do so denies both the right of the 

individual to refuse education and the 

right of the institution to be selective in its 

judgments as to who should be further 

educated.”

~ Vincent Tinto (1993)

Student Responsibility for Learning



The “ethical obligation of knowing”

If the academic analytics 

model provides a probability of 

student success, what is the 

obligation of faculty, 

students, and institutions to 

act on that information?

With whom does the obligation 

to act lie? How is the 

responsibility shared among 

different groups? 

~John Campbell (2007)



Recognized Challenge for Learning Analytics Research



Learning Analytics Defined

At its core, learning analytics (LA) is the collection and analysis of usage data 

associated with student learning. The purpose of LA is to observe and understand 

learning behaviors in order to enable appropriate interventions.

~Educause Learning Initiative (ELI), 2011 

...the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and 

their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the 

environments in which it occurs.

~Learning and Knowledge Analytics Conference, 2011

Analysis without action is not analytics



The problem with grades is 

they occur too late in a term 

to be actionable.



Student Data Trails as Proxy for Engagement?

The Oxford English Dictionary defines proxy as . . . 

“the action of a substitute or deputy” or “agency of another” and from science 

and economics “a variable that can be used as an indirect estimate of 

another variable with which it is correlated; (more generally) a property 

used as an estimate or indicator of another with which it is associated.”

Rise of the LMS as a source of LA “actionable intelligence”

● FYI: Since 2007, UMBC students earning a final grade of D or F use the LMS 

~40% less than students earning a C or higher. Every semester.



LMS Research & 

Practice

● J. Campbell, 2007
● Dawson et al., 2008
● Macfadyen & Dawson, 

2012
● Whitmer, 2012
● Fritz, 2016
● Fritz & Whitmer, 2017 
● Hellas et al, 2018 

meta-review

http://events.umbc.edu/go/101263

http://events.umbc.edu/go/101263


blog.blackboard.com/combining-data-to-improve-student-success-predictions

July 28, 2018



A Key Finding: Student Tool Use & Final Grade Varies by Class
UMBC Course #1 UMBC Course #2



Practice Makes Perfect



Spaced Practice

Carpenter described her use of 

“spaced practice” or 

“distributed learning,” 

designed to discourage students 

from cramming for high stakes 

exams by encouraging (and 

designing) regular, smaller 

study & practice focused on 

promoting long-term proficiency 

and retention.

http://events.umbc.edu/go/101268

http://events.umbc.edu/go/101268


CHEM 102 (FA21)

Interactions over time by final 

grade earned.

● Every row is a student.

● Every column is an active 

day in the semester using 

RealizeIt.

Note: Excerpted with permission from 

2/24/22 analysis (UMBC login req’d) by 

Colm Howlin, RealizeIt Learning.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lgdZe_ozgb7Cg8vgBhmheq_gP_whLVi9/view?usp=sharing






Principles



Why we can’t do nothing

Students don’t always know 

what they don’t know about 

their own learning. 

● Indiana Univ. (2019) 

study of student “grade 

surprise” across five, 

very large (300+ 

students), general ed 

courses over 6k 

students.



What FERPA empowers, not just prohibits

● Enables (even encourages) institutions to study their own data 

about prior students, precisely to try and improve the 

educational experience of current and future students.

● Allows access to information without requiring students’ 

consent (and prohibits people without a direct interest from 

accessing PII).  Can be transferred to “providers” not directly 

employed by university/local ED agency.

● We might even say FERPA obliges (or at least encourages) 

institutions to study their students’ experience of learning to 

improve outcomes.

Generally, a school 

official has a 

legitimate 

educational interest

if the official needs to 

review an education

record in order to fulfill 

his or her professional 

responsibility. 
(Source: 

studentprivacy.ed.gov)



Transparency



An Ethical Framework for Action



Choice 

Architecture

Thaler and Sunstein (2008) base 

choice architecture on a concept they

define as “Libertarian Paternalism.”

They believe people should be free to 

choose, but that

“It is legitimate for choice architects to 

try to influence people’s behavior in

order to make their lives longer, 

healthier and better . . . In our 

understanding, a policy is “paternalistic” if 

it tries to influence choices in a way that 

will make chooser better off, as judged 

by themselves. (p. 5).”



Week 12 & beyond

Finish/Start Strong

Early Registration: 50% of non-

persisting students enroll for the 

next term less than 40 days before 

1st day of classes.

Countdown Timer & Checklist

- Verify Declared Degree

- Schedule Advisor Meetings

- Review course options

- Meet with advisor

- Register for classes

Last Day to Withdraw (Week 11)

Course Repeat Policy

Week 6-8

Midterm Alerts & 

NudgesFirst Year Intervention (FYI) alert 

asks faculty to ID students in 

jeopardy of D/F “if semester ended 

tomorrow.” (~60% go on to get >=C)

Bb Predict: 87% accurate 

predicting >=C by week 4, AYs 16-

18).

Two Empathetic Nudges: 1) to 

predicted DFW and 2) to predicted 

DFW & FYI (slightly different but key 

is “talk to your instructor” & seek 

tutoring).

2nd Nudge of Rourse Repeaters

to use the math lab.

Week 4

Digital Tool Usage

LMS & eTextbooks: 70-98% 

predicting >=C final grades (p<.005, 

n=986 in 5 FA17 courses) 

Check My Activity: Students can 

compare LMS activity w/anonymous 

summary of course peers earning 

same, higher or lower grade on any 

assignment -- if instructors post 

grades

High Credit, Low GPA Nudge: 

“Here’s where other students have 

gone to get help, if you need it.”

Week 1 (thru add/drop) 

Syllabus Quiz

PSCY100: Since SP17, students 

who didn’t take SQ were 4x more 

likely to earn DFW (p<.001, 

n=1,455)

ECON122: Students req’d to take 

SQ before submitting 1st 

assignment for credit. Class earns 

20% higher grade on dept. common 

final exam.

Nudging Course Repeaters: Go to 

the Math Lab! It works.

High Credit, Low GPA Nudge: 

“Are you sure?”

Right Message, Right Person, Right Time

Student Agency Intrusive Advising



Conclusion: Ethics of “Omission” & “Commission”

“Ethical obligation of knowing”

Focuses on omission or “doing nothing,” in light of new (quantitative) 

evidence strongly suggesting some students may be at risk of not 

succeeding. 

More recently: “Ethical use of learning analytics” 

Focuses on commission or “doing no harm” -- with big data, privacy, etc.

In our experience, they are not equal in weight



Thanks & Questions

John Fritz
Associate Vice President, 

Instructional Technology

fritz@umbc.edu

mailto:fritz@umbc.edu
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OIA Internal Audit Updates

CoEIT – 4 findings

Physical Inventory Counts 

Sensitive Equipment Additions to Inventory

Reconciliation of Study Participant Payments

Business Purpose for Travel

Remote Work IT Security – 1 finding

Incident Response Plan

In Process Audits

USM and Affiliated Foundation Operations– In Process

CNMS Follow Up – In Process
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External Audit Updates

1. FY 2021 Financial Statement Audit (completed)

2. MHEC Student Enrollment (completed)

3. NCAA Agreed Upon Procedures (completed)

4. MHEC Educational Excellence Awards Program (in 

process)

No Findings!
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USM Audit Plan
CY 2022

• Campus Construction

• College of Art, Humanities, and Social 

Sciences (CAHSS)

• Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Plan 

– Policy Compliance

• Intercollegiate Athletics

• Malware/Ransomware Security

• Title IX
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UMBC Policy Updates

• UMBC Policy on Non-Capital and  

Sensitive Equipment (Amendment)

• UMBC Policy on Intellectual Property (New)

• UMBC Signature Authority Policy (New)

• UMBC Undergraduate Transfer Credit 

Policy (Amendment)
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Signature Authority Policy 

Background

“Contract” is defined as any written document 

that binds UMBC and commits its funds, 

personnel, equipment, property and/or 

facilities.

Signing contracts is a serious responsibility 

with legal implications

This policy is an internal control mechanism
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Signature Authority Policy

Summary

The President retains the authority to sign all 

Contracts

Policy provides for the delegation of this 

authority by the President and the process for 

sub-delegation

Policy delegates signature authority primarily 

to Provost, VPAF, VPIA, and VPR.

Contact Policy Liaison in MAS with any 

questions on signature authority
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MAS Updates

• Updated Online Training

– Ethics

– Internal controls

• Pre-Audit Orientation Sessions

• Live Trainings to suit your team

• Look for a new MAS Learning Short on 

Internal Controls - coming soon!
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Contact Us

- Megan Cherry (5-1620)

- Dave Sohns (5-6257)

https://mas.umbc.edu/

https://mas.umbc.edu/

